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Hypervelocity Spectroscopy from Impacts in Polymeric Materials

1. INTRODUCTION

Hypervelocity impact studies are being undertaken by Tsou and co-workers at

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology; the goal of

this investigation is to optimize the intact recovery of particles undergoing

hypervelocity impacts.1 This research is motivated by the desire to capture intact

material which originates from comets and return it to earth for study.2 The best

attainable trajectory of a space craft designed for such a mission would still

require the intact capture of cometary dust particles to take place at relative speeds

of approach on the order of ten kilometers per second.3 Tsou et al. have

investigated a wide range of media as possible candidates for the capture of fast

moving particles in a manner that leaves their pristine nature undisturbed.4 Of

the media tested so far, underdense polymer foams have exhibited the best intact

capture properties.5 Hypervelocity intact capture in underdense media is

accomplished through penetration of the medium by the particle until the particle

comes to rest within the medium. Another class of material with less desirable

capture properties are stacked sheets of polymer film.6 In these materials the

particle is brought to rest by multiple impacts in a controlled geometry.

Polymer films, which are made up of the same polymer species as the foams,

have the advantage of being transparent. For this reason, this class of material

was considered preferable for conducting initial spectrographic studies of the

hypervelocity intact capture phenomenon. It is hoped that the spectrographic study

of hypervelocity impacts in this class of material will aid in the optimization of

the actual intact capture process, through the identification of energetically excited

hydrocarbon fragments as well as excited species from the projectile. Furthermore,
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it is hoped that this investigation will aid in future spectrographic studies on

additional capture media, such as foams made from different polymers and

perhaps aerogels.

Hypervelocity intact capture is still in its infancy, and the importance of the

monomer unit and its hydrocarbon fragments on the capture process is not yet

known. 7 Therefore, this investigation will provide spectral data for future

comparisons with other capture media. In addition to the identification of

hydrocarbon fragments, the identification of excited species from the incident

particle will also provide information on the environment of the particle during

the capture. Information about the temperature created from the impacts would

also be of great value. Thus, an estimate of blackbody temperatures from the

spectra generated by the impacts will prove to be a useful tool for comparisons

between capture media.8 This is accomplished by fitting Planck curves to the

spectra.

The investigation undertaken here has covered the near ultraviolet, down to

200 nanometers, and the visible spectrum up to 700 nanometers.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Particles and Capture Media

Hypervelocity intact capture studies currently underway primarily use

aluminum spheres to simulate cometary dust particles.9 The projectiles chosen for

this study were 3.2 mm and 1.6 mm diameter aluminum spheres, and for spectral

comparison, 3.2 mm diameter titanium spheres. Projectiles of such large

diameters are used since they are relatively easy to find after the experiment has

been completed, and only the larger diameter projectiles have enough energy to

generate measurable spectra. Spectra generated in this manner may be used to

construct scaling laws for much smaller projectiles. The projectiles were incident

on a target consisting of stacked sheets of -10 micron thick polyethylene

terephthalate (PET or mylar) film, and -10 micron thick polystyrene (PS) film.

The monomer units for these two polymers are shown below in Figure 1.10

O-C-
O

H H
I

-C - 0 - C - C
8 A+n

polyethylene terephthalate
(PET)

n

polystyrene
(PS)

Figure 1. PET and PS monomer units

The apparatus used to hold the sheets in place consists of two pieces of

plywood with drilled holes held apart by a wooden brace at the top and at the

bottom. The polymer film, which is purchased as a long continuous roll, is

interwoven around long roofing nails which are pushed into the holes in the

plywood. The spectra were attained from the back side of the apparatus through a
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gap between the two pieces of plywood. It was not possible to hold the spacing

between the stacked sheets constant, however, the average spacing between sheets

was less than -2 cm. A post experiment photo (see Figure 2) shows the

experimental apparatus used.



Figure 2.

Post-experiment photograph showing the test apparatus
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The intact recovery of the projectiles used in this set of experiments was not a

concern, since this data has already been compiled by Tsou et al. in earlier

experiments.11

A list of experiments performed in this investigation is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. List of Experiments

Shot # Projectile Speed [lan/s] Capture Media Incident Energy WI

866 3.2 mm Al 6.13 PET film 853

868 3.2 mm Al 5.82 PE foam 760

869 3.2 mm Al 4.49 PE foam 452

870 3.2 mm Al 5.78 PS foam 750

872 3.2 mm Al 6.02 PS film 814

879 3.2 mm Al 6.55 PET Film 965

884 3.2 mm Al 6.06 PET film 824

885 3.2 mm Ti 5.73 PET film 1272

886 3.2 mm Al 0.745 PE foam 12

888 3.2 mm Ti 5.90 PET film 1345

890 3.2 mm Al 5.94 PS foam 790

893 3.2 mm Al 6.01 PET film 813

895 3.2 mm Al 6.16 PET film 854

896 3.2 mm Al 6.16 PS film 856

910 3.2 mm Al 5.54 PET film 692

913 3.2 mm Al 5.78 PET film 750

916 3.2 mm Al 5.90 PE foam 787

917 3.2 mm Ti 5.86 PET film 1329

918 3.2 mm Ti 5.49 PET film 1166

919 3.2 mm Ti -5.03* PET film -977

920 3.2 mm Al 5.93 PET film 789

921 3.2 mm Al 5.81 PS foam 761

922 3.2 mm Ti 5.79 PET film 1299

923 3.2 mm Al 5-81 Al foil 765
* Unable to attain accurate speed measurement.
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Table 1, Continued

Shot # Projectile Speed pcm/s) Capture Media Incident Energy kr]

926 3.2 mm Al _6* PET film -800

938 1.6 mm Al 5.97 PET film 94

939 1.6 mm Al 5.93 PS film 105

940 3.2 mm Al 5A4 PS foam 653

* Unable to attain accurate speed measurement.
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2.2 NASA Ames Vertical Gun Range

Experiments were performed at the NASA Ames Vertical Gun Range (AVGR)

located at Moffett Field, California. The AVGR facility consists of a vacuum

chamber (inside dimensions are -2.5 m in diameter and -2 m in height) which

houses the experiments, and a two stage light gas gun. The vacuum chamber was

constructed with viewing ports, and a feed through port for electronics and fiber

optics. Experiments in this chamber were performed at pressures of approximately

5 torn Projectiles are launched at speeds of up to 6 km/s from the two stage light

gas gun. Figure 3 shows the vacuum chamber and the vertical light gas gun above

it.



Figure 3. NASA Ames Vertical Gun Range
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2.3 Equipment

The spectrographic equipment and the methods used for gathering light from

the experiments have progressed throughout the project in an attempt to optimize

the gathering of light generated by impacts in underdense media. For instance,

documentation photographs of impacts in stacked film, taken by Tsou, suggested

that the light intensity was such that fiber optics could be used to easily feed the

light out of the chamber to a spectrometer.12 The need for fiber optics was

prompted by concern that debris from the impacts could endanger any expensive

equipment placed inside the chamber.13 It quickly became apparent that the fiber

optic method of transporting the light outside the chamber was stricken with

problems. In the first week of experiments only one spectrum was attained.

Possible reasons for the apparent failure of the fiber optic method range from

inadequate light intensity to misaligned input or output optics from the fiber

bundles. Furthermore, the projectile's impact area can not be determined with

great enough accuracy before the experiment takes place. Thus, the optics may not

have been "looking" in the area with the greatest amount of intensity.

Subsequently, it was abandoned for the more direct method of placing the

spectrographs inside the vacuum chamber, after deciding that the risk of damaging

the equipment was minimal.

2.3.1 Film Choice

In addition to the optical difficulties, preliminary spectra gathered by Tsou

utilized Kodak Tri-X Pan film (a black and white 400 ASA speed panchromatic

film) and made use of a method which entailed a very laborious technique of

reflecting the light, generated by the impacts, off many mirrors and, finally, out

one of the viewing ports to a spectrograph.14 This required a prohibitive amount

of set up time to align the mirrors so the light would enter the spectrograph's
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entrance slit. In addition, spectra gathered by passing light through the chamber's

viewing ports were further complicated by the absorption characteristics of the

glass used in the viewing ports.15 Placing the spectrographic equipment in the

chamber eliminated the absorption question, and a much faster, large grain,

panchromatic film (Kodak T-MAX P3200) was chosen to optimize the spectra

recorded by the film, since it was determined that the Kodak TRI-X Pan film was

too slow. 16 This allowed a much better investigation to be made of the dimmer

blue and violet end of the spectrum, where the intensity falls off quite drastically.

The development procedure of the film still required a photographic developing

technique called "pushing ".17 This technique is used for faint images and just

requires increasing the time in the chemical developer.18 This procedure does add

some background fogging to the film, but brings out dimmer spectral

characteristics. 19 The film was pushed two stops in Kodak T-MAX Developer,

which brings its ASA speed up to 12,500.20

2.3.2 Spectrographic Equipment

The spectra presented in this thesis were obtained by using a visible

spectrograph provided by NASA Ames, a small Hilger E584 UV spectrograph, and a

spectrographic system operated and built by the ORIEL Company (ORIEL Co. 250

Long Beach Blvd., P.O. Box 872, Stratford Ct. 06497).21
TM

ORIEL's spectrographic system consists of the Multi Spec (ORIEL Model No.

77400) spectrograph utilizing a 50 micron entrance slit (ORIEL Model No. 77219)

and a ruled grating which provided a spectral range from 200 nm to 700 nm (ORIEL

Model No. 77418).22 Also, included in the system was the InstaSpec
TM

II System,

which provided a 1024 element diode array detector, controller and software (ORIEL

Model No. 77161).23 The diode array has 25 pin x 2.5 mm pixels and has a 12 ms

minimum exposure time. 24 It also has a light responsivity (per energy density at
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600 nm) of 0.44 x 10 3 coulombs per J/cm2.25 This spectrograph system was used

only on the last three experiments due to its limited availability.

The spectrograph provided by NASA Ames covered the visible region of the

electromagnetic spectrum from 390 nm to 640 nm.28'27 The region beyond 640 nm

is cut off by the film which is insensitive at long wavelengths, and the short

wavelength region, lower than 390 nm, is cut off by the spectrographs optics.28'29

This spectrograph uses a reflection grating for dispersing the incident light into its

spectral colors and a Nikon camera with 35 mm film to record the spectrum.3°

The spectrograph was operated without the Kerr-Cell since it is designed for

gathering temporal information, and at this time we were not interested in

gathering time resolved spectra.31 This spectrograph was built at NASA Ames by

personnel there, and does not have a wavelength scale.32 Therefore, the format for

using this spectrograph included pre-exposing the film above and/or below the

spectrum to a Mercury lamp for the purpose of supplying a wavelength scale for

calibration. Another drawback with this spectrograph was that the optics, not

being precisely positioned at the time of use, introduced a non-linearity into the

spectrum. Due to this non-linearity, another spectral source had to be utilized in a

few shots to provide more lines for calibration. Neon was chosen for this task

since it has a number of lines in the red end of the spectrum. Attempts to

numerically model this problem from the calibration sources have proven quite

difficult and the success of such correction methods is still in doubt.

A small Hilger E584 spectrograph was also operated, and could record the

visible and the ultraviolet (uv) down to 185 nm.33 This spectrograph utilizes fused

silica optics and a fused silica prism to disperse the light and uv into their spectral

colors, focusing the spectrum onto a sheet of 10.8 x 8.3 cm film held in place by a

camera back-plate.34 After the film has been exposed to the spectrum, a calibrated

scale is flipped into position and it is exposed to direct light.35 This procedure
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places the wavelength scale on the film with the spectrum. As prisms disperse light

in a non-linear fashion the spectra from the Huger have a log wavelength scale. 3 6

The slit width in the Hilger spectrograph was held at about 130 microns, except on

experiment #913 which had a slit width of -2 mm. This latter case was an attempt

to register any and all light emitted in the ultraviolet, since no data from this

wavelength region had been attained prior to this experiment.

Since most sheet films were much too slow to adequately register the full

spectrum, a specially made Kodak T-MAX P3200 sheet film was obtained from

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory by NASA Ames personnel and was used for the

experiments.37

Table 2 is a summary of the experiments performed , equipment used, setup,

and results.
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Table 2. Set up and Results

Shot # Spectrograph Film Set up Results

866 Ames Tri-X Pan Fiber optic. Faint spectrum

868 Ames Tri-X Pan Fiber optic. None.

869 Ames TMZ-P3200 Fiber optic. None.

870 Ames TMZ-P3200 Fiber optic. None.

872 Ames Tri-X Pan Fiber optic. None.

879 Ames TMZ-P3200 Fiber optic. None.

884 Ames TMZ-P3200 Fiber optic. None.

885 Ames TMZ-P3200 Fiber optic. None.

886 Ames TMZ-P3200 Fiber optic. None.

888 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/no lens. Fair spectrum.

890 Ames TMZ-P3200 Fiber optic. None.

893 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Good spectrum.

895 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Faint spectrum.

896 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Faint spectrum.

910 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Good spectrum.

910 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/no lens. None.

913 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/no lens. Good spectrum.

913 linger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/no lens. Good spectrum.

916 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/mirrors. None.

917 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Good spectrum.

917 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Exposed to light.

918 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Good spectrum.

918 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Good spectrum.

919 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/8 cm. Good spectrum.
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Table 2, Continued

Shot # Spectrograph Film Set up Results

920 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Good spectrum.

920 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/25 cm. Good spectrum.

921 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. None.

922 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber /lens. Good spectrum.

922 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/25 cm. Good spectrum.

923 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Faint spectrum.

923 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/25 cm. None.

926 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/8 cm. Good spectrum.

938 ORIEL diode array In chamber/8 cm. Excellent.

938 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/15 cm. Good spectrum.

939 ORIEL diode array In chamber/8 cm. Excellent.

939 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/15 cm. Good spectrum.

940 ORIEL diode array In chamber/5 cm. Excellent.
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2.3.3 Additional Photographic Equipment

Additional equipment used during the experiments were open shutter Nikon

cameras with transmission gratings and one without, and a NAC high speed video

camera for viewing the experiments.

The NAC high speed video camera is a special video camera which provided a

5/1000 of a second framing rate view of the visible light generated by the impacts,

it also saves these images for review on a magnetic reel tape.38

A Nikon camera loaded with Kodak Ektapress 1600 (with its shutter left open)

gives an integrated look at the light generated by the flash.39 This technique

provided initial evidence that a measurable amount of light is generated from

intact captures in polymer foams.4°

A Nikon Camera with a transmission grating (loaded with FUJI Color 400

ASA film) also had its shutter left open during the experiments.41 This furnished a

spatial view of the visible spectrum generated along the path taken by the

projectile.

2.4 Methods for Analyzing Spectral Data

One method for analyzing the spectral information requires digitization of

the photo containing the spectrum. This was accomplished using a recently

refurbished projection type microdensitometer made by the Jarrel-Ash Company.42

The upgrading was initially performed by Robert E. Carlson, a former OSU student,

and completed by the author.

The microdensitometer works by projecting an enlarged image of the

spectrum onto a flat screen partition containing a variable slit, behind which is a

photoce11.43 The spectrum is advanced through the focused light beam at a

constant rate by a computer controlled stepper motor. The operator chooses the

direction of the scan, and the computer sends the proper signal to the stepper motor
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drive unit.44 The photocell produces a current which depends on the intensity of

light received by it.45 A current to voltage converting circuit with an amplifier

(see Figure 4) was added allowing an analog to digital (A-D) conversion to be made

by standard A-D circuitry.46

Figure 4. Current to voltage converting circuit with amplifier

The output is then fed into a computer's Input/Output port. A Radio Shack

Tandy Color Computer was chosen for interfacing due to its availability and ability

to write data on IBM compatible disks allowing for up-loading of data on to an

IBM-RT.47 The flowchart procedure and directions for doing this are in Appendix

A, along with all the programs used in each step. This transfer gives greater data

handling capability. After the data have been analyzed and calibrated according to

the flowchart procedure shown in Appendix A with the computer programs also

given there, it is transferred once again. This last transfer is to an HP-9000/835

computer; the transfer is required for making Relative Intensity vs Wavelength

plots." The ORIEL spectrograph follows a slightly different procedure to arrive at

the same result. This procedure can also be found in Appendix A.
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Another method for analyzing the spectral data is to merely make enlarged

photographic prints of the spectra attained from photographic type spectrographs.

Since, the Ames spectrograph does not have a calibrated wavelength scale, this

method is of little use for identifying spectral lines, but could prove useful for

identifying photographic flaws. For example, experiment 888 attained a good

spectrum, however the spectrum was marked by a region of uneven development.

The densitometer scans thus showed what appeared to be a bright spectral band.

The enlarged photographs showed the region to be essentially ruined.
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3. RESULTS

3.1 Results from Spectrographs

The only spectra which will be presented are those from experiments with

analyzable results . Tables 3 and 4 are for reference when viewing the Relative

Intensity vs Wavelength plots (see Figures 6 thru 16). Figure 5 is a Relative

Intensity vs Wavelength plot attained from a mercury lamp spectrum taken by the

Ames spectrograph. and run through the densitometer setup and calibration

procedure. This spectrum is provided to show the sensitivity of the densitometer.
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Table 3. Analyzed Experiments

Shot # Projectile Speed Donis] Capture Media Incident Energy itli

893 3.2 mm Al 6.01 PET film 813

895 3.2 mm Al 6.16 PET film 854

896 3.2 mm Al 6.16 PS film 856

910 3.2 mm Al 5.54 PET film 692

913 3.2 mm Al 5.78 PET film 750

918 3.2 nun Ti 5.49 PET film 1166

919 3.2 mm Ti -5.03* PET film -977

922 3.2 mm Ti 5.79 PET film 1299

938 1.6 mm Al 5.97 PET film 94

939 1.6 mm Al 5.93 PS film 105

940 3.2 mm Al 5.44 PS foam 653

* Unable to attain accurate speed measurement.
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Table 4. Set up and Results used in Analysis

Shot # Spectrograph Film Set up Results

893 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Good spectrum.

895 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Faint spectrum.

896 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Faint spectrum.

910 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Good spectrum.

913 Ames TMZ-P3200 In chamber/no lens. Good spectrum.

913 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/no lens. Good spectrum.

918 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/lens. Good spectrum.

919 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/8 cm. Good spectrum.

922 Hilger TMZ-P3200 In chamber/25 cm. Good spectrum.

938 ORIEL diode array In chamber/8 cm. Excellent.

939 ORIEL diode array In chamber/8 cm. Excellent.

940 ORIEL diode any In chamber/5 cm. Excellent.
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3.2 Results from other Equipment

Additional photographic equipment used during the experiments, such as a

high speed video camera, and open shutter cameras with and without transmission

gratings, provided a means for seeing what is happening inside the vacuum

chamber. These results are presented in this section.

3.2.1 NAC High Speed Video Camera

Figures 17 thru 24 show an 'every other' frame consortium of experiment 918,

which was retrieved off the magnetic tape (stored by the NAC high speed video

equipment) by the NASA Ames Imaging Department. The digital counter in the

upper right hand corner of these pictures shows the flash of light generated by the

impacts, appears to have taken 6/10 sec to effectively decay. However, it is

important to note that this was an experiment which used a 3.2 mm Ti sphere.

Thus, it had a much greater incident kinetic energy than experiments which used

Al spheres.



Figure 17. Digital Reproduction of NAC Video Frame #1



Figure 18. Digital Reproduction of NAC Video Frame #3



Figure 19. Digital Reproduction of NAC Video Fram #5 J.
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Figure 20. Digital Reproduction of NAC Video Frame #7



Figure 21. Digital Reproduction of NAC Video Frame #9



Figure 22. Digital Reproduction of NAC Video Frame #11
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Figure 23. Digital Reproduction of NAC Video Frame #13
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3.2.2 Camera without Transmission Grating

Figure 24 shows the typical light flash from a 1.6 mm Al sphere impacting a

PET film stack. Photographs of this nature provided ideal placement position

information, which helped to optimize the spectral information.



Figure 24, 1.6 mm Al Sphere Impacting PET



9,5

3.2.3 Camera with Transmission Grating

Figure 25 shows a typical time integrated spectrum produced by the

transmission grating on either side of the path taken by a titanium projectile.



Figure 25. 3.2 mm Ti Sphere Impacting PET with spectrum
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Spectra Analysis

As can be seen from the Relative Intensity vs Wavelength plots, the best

spectral results were attained using the ORIEL spectrograph (see Figures 13, 14, and

15). These spectra will be used in the discussion and analysis.

4.1.1 Blackbody Temperature Determination

The general shape of the spectrum is one of increasing relative intensity with

increasing wavelength. This shape suggests a "black" or "gray" body distribution.

This type of spectral distribution can be fit to Planck's function for the energy

distribution for radiative equilibrium, which will give a blackbody temperature.

Plank's function for a blackbody as a function of wavelength is

= C12,-5(exp(C2/AT) - 1) 1 (1)

where C1 is a constant equal to 1.19089 x 1046 Jm2/s, C2 is a constant equal to

1.43883 x 10-2 mK, T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin, and A. is the wavelength

in meters.49 The blackbody condition depends on the assumption that the

emittance is constant over the entire wavelength region and equal to unity.50 For

most cases, however, this is not the case and a constant is introduced into Planck's

function.51 If this constant is less than unity over the entire range of AT, the new

distribution defines a "graybody-.52 However, all these constant terms can be

eliminated by taking a ratio of Planck's function at different wavelengths. The log

of this ratio can be written as

ln j-- 5 .1n(L) - in[exP(C2/A2T)- 11 0

\ 2 Al exP(C2/A1T)- 1
(2)
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Thus, an equation which is dependent on relative intensities at specific

wavelengths (Ixi and Ix2), the blackbody temperature (T) in degrees Kelvin, and the

wavelengths (Xi and A.2 ) in meters is derived. This new equation is used in a root

searching program to find the blackbody temperature. The program used to find

the roots is shown in Appendix B along with the program used to fit Planck curves

to the experimental data.

Table 5 shows the results from the program and the average temperature with

the standard deviation from the mean for the data. The wavelengths chosen for

this determination correspond with regions where no apparent spectral emission

lines occur.
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Table 5. Results from the Root Searching Program SOLV

Experiment 938

Wavelength Inml Relative Intensity
350.3 208

410.1 465

530.3 1610

571.6 2042

630.3 2952

690.4 3515

Temperature IKl

3761

3147

3200

2735

3158

AVERAGE: 3200 ± 366

Experiment 939

Wavelength Inml Relative Intensity
350.2 163

410.3

530.2

571.6

630.1

690.4

412

1462

1774

2505

2918

Temperature MI

3501

3112

3455

2809

3276

AVERAGE: 3231 ± 282

Experiment 940

Wavelength Inml Relative Intensity
350.2 460

410.3 969

530.2 3882

571.6 4870

630.1 7178

690.4 8997

Temperature IKI

3916

2971

3262

2671

2922

AVERAGE: 3148 ± 478
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A Planck distribution curve fit to the spectrum attained from experiments

938, 939 and 940 is shown in Figures 26, 27, and 28 using the average temperature

attained from the root searching program found in Appendix B. The constant term

used to attain the relative intensities for each experiment is the E constant shown

with each figure.
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An important point to realize is that these blackbody temperatures may not

represent the temperature of the incident projectile. As the projectile may not be in

equilibrium with the capture medium.

4.1.2 Identification of Spectral Lines

Spectral lines and "bands" of lines are identified by noting the wavelengths of

the observed transitions, the overall pattern found, and the elements present that

could have generated the observed transitions. Then, the observed spectrum is

compared with reference spectra.53,54 Figures 14, 15, and 16 showed the

transitions that have been identified, with question marks denoting those

transitions not yet identified. One future method to aid identification of

questionable transitions would be the narrowing of the slit width to the

spectrograph, along with reducing the wavelength region which is being observed.

This will attain better resolution in these wavelength regions.

4.1.3 The Frank-Condon Principle and Band Emission

As stated by the Frank-Condon principle, the electronic transitions required

to emit photons of light energy take place so rapidly, in comparison to the

vibrational motion of the nuclei, that the nuclei have nearly the same position as

they did before the transition took place.55 Quantum mechanically this manifests

itself as the assumption that the variation of the electronic transition moment

with respect to the internuclear separation distance is slow.56 Thus, the electronic

transition moment can be replaced by an average value multiplied by the integral

of the product of the two vibrational eigenfunctions.57 Then the square of the

transition moment is related to the intensity for an emission line by,

58
,,4,0-2

I V v" v il'electroniz v' V"Ul (3)
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4.1.4 Swan Bands

The observed transitions from diatomic carbon in the visible region of the

spectrum are known as Swan bands.59 This homonuclear molecule produces these

bands from a 3II --> 31Iu transition.60 The energy level diagram for this transition

is shown below.61

Figure 29. Potential Energy Curve for C2

C(9P) + C(1S)

E(e.v.)

8

6

C(3P) + C(3P) 4

v..0

1 2 3

internuclear distance (10 -8 MI

Swan bands were first identified in spectra gathered by Tsou.62 The nature of

the origin of these bands has been questioned. Could diatomic carbon be present in

the vacuum chamber in large enough quantities to be excited, or was it generated as

a fragment from the polymer by the impact?63 The monomer units (see Figure 1)

could give rise to diatomic carbon if the benzene rings were dissociated and/or by

the dissociation of bonds found between adjacent carbon, oxygen (in PET), and

hydrogen atoms. Placing the spectrographs inside the chamber has reduced the
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likelihood that the Swan bands are spurious in nature and indicate that they are

probably the result of the dissociation of the polymers. However, some null

experiments should be performed to get a definitive answer to this question. For

example, the hypervelocity impact of Al into Al foil should provide enough light

for the ORIEL spectrograph used in this study to answer this question. A similar

experiment performed by this author using the Hilger and the Ames spectrographs

yielded inconclusive evidence.

4.1.5 Aluminum Oxide Bands and Al Emission Lines

The identification of the A10 band centered at 484.2 nm was made previously

in spectra gathered by Tsou.M This band is particularly interesting in that it may

only be generated by two apparent separate mechanisms.

1) The dissociation of the A1203 layer on the surface of the Al sphere.

2) Combination of Al and 0 to give A10.

Furthermore, the previously unidentified emission lines (at 309.3 nm, 308.2 nm,

394.4 nm, and 396.6 nm) from Al may provide some new information on the

mechanisms for excitation of these lines.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Summary of Findings

A number of techniques for gathering the spectra from the hypervelocity

impacts were tested. The most successful was that of placing an ORIEL

spectrograph with the entrance slit only a few centimeters away from the impact

region. This technique has gathered, for the first time, useful spectra from an

intact capture in foam, and light from the near ultaviolet. The spectrum from the

photodiode array showed that the "bump" which is located in the 625 nm region on

relative intensity vs wavelength plots from photographic film is in fact due to the

spectral response of the film. Therefore, the optimal arrangement for gathering

spectra from hypervelocity impacts in polymeric materials will require placing a

photodiode array type spectrometer only a few centimeters away from the impact

region.

Spectra gathered in this investigation has confirmed that spectra gathered by

Tsou from stacked polymer films contain C2 Swan bands. This suggests that C2 is

a fragment generated from the dissociation of the monomer unit. However, further

experiments from hypervelocity impacts of Al into stacked Al foil should resolve

the origin of these bands. Other hydrocarbon fragments should undoubtedly exist,

but their identifiable transitions may likely occur in the infrared. The near

ultraviolet spectra obtained in these experiments do not conclusively find any

excited hydrocarbon fragments which would emit in this region. The ultraviolet

anomaly observed in these spectra could be from Al lines in the region or from low

concentrations of excited hydrocarbon fragments. Benzene produces bands in the

near ultraviolet region of the spectrum and is present in both PET and PS.65 The

crude spectra gathered by the Hilger are not able to conclusively resolve this

question due to noise arising from the large grain size of the photographic films

used.
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A bright line emitted at 672 nm from the PET film escapes positive

identification at this time. This line is unique to this polymer and may be due to

an oxygen transition, or to an impurity found only in the PET. Another distinct

feature found in the spectrum of all three experiments, which remains unidentified,

is a line at 384 nm.

The excitation energy of the observed AI lines and the absence of hydrogen

lines which should be present suggests that only around 4.0 eV of energy per

molecule may be present for excitation to occur. The energy required to excite the

Ha line (which occurs at 656.2 nm) is 12.0 eV (1 eV = 1.60219 x 10 J); this

transition is notably absent from the spectra.66

An approximate blackbody temperature was attained from the spectra.

Additional experiments are needed to confirm these temperatures. Since, the

spectra were attained from different positions along the projectiles track. Also, the

temperatures assigned have a large margin of error, possibly due to the choice of

the 350 nm region.

5.2 Summary of Conclusions and Future Pursuits

Further experiments studying the response of polymer foams can now be

undertaken in which spectroscopic techniques can provide a unique method for

characterizing the response of the medium to hypervelocity impacts.

Excitation energies of observed transitions from the Al projectile may prove

useful for characterization of the thermal history of the projectile. Thus, further

experiments should investigate the intensity of the Al and A10 lines from the

projectile as it progresses along the capture track. In addition, the dynamic

chemistry needed for the creation of the A10 species should be pursued in

conjunction with further experiments. A future investigation may also want to

address the question of whether the capture medium and the projectile reach the
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same temperature and whether this temperature is the same temperature at which

the process emits blackbody radiation. Shock wave techniques may help to

illuminate this question.

Wavelengths on which to perform optical pyrometry can be chosen from

between the C2 and A10 bands. This will allow the time response of the

temperature to be determined, which, in turn, will prove useful in any shock wave

analyses of the process. Since the form of the equation of state includes a

dependance on temperature, EOS models can, therefore, be tested against the

experimental data.67 The blackbody temperature approach used in this thesis may

prove to be a useful means for comparing the response of different types of media,

as well. This investigation should then, be followed by a study of the near infrared

region of the spectrum where excited vibrational and rotational states of

hydrocarbon fragments should be found.68,69,70 Then, methods for time resolving

all the spectral regions should be pursued.

Future spectroscopic investigations of the hypervelocity intact capture process

can build upon the successes of this study enabling the formation of a definitive

theory for the energy transfer mechanisms which absorb the incident kinetic

energy of the projectile. This will prove to be a valuable tool for designing capture

medium to better absorb the incident kinetic energy from the impinging projectile.

At present, hypervelocity dust collection equipment will use aerogels as a part of

the apparatus for gathering cometary dust grains.71 Spectroscopic investigations

may prove useful for designing optimal geometries for intact capture in this class

of materials as well.
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APPENDIX A

This section contains specific instructions for performing spectral analysis

using the Jan-el-Ash_Tandy Co Co Microphotometer system, which I have put

together. It also contains instructions on how to perform the data transfer

and data analysis from the scans. I will save all of this information onto

a floppy before I leave OSU. This Appendix is in a flowchart like procedural

arrangement to aid future students who may be interested in doing work in this

area. The serburst() procedures were originally written by Tim Taylor of OSU and

were rewritten with his permission for this application.72

I. Gathering data using the Densitometer

1) Insert the Microphotometer control disk into the Tandy Color Computer

and Type: "Dos <Return>' this will give an "OS9 Boot" as a response.

2) When the computer has loaded all the programs it needs it will tell you

to insert an IBM compatible data disk. Do this now.

3) The Menu will give you some selections for gathering data using the

Microphotometer as well as some other options. For viewing the Data

with out saving it to the disk Use Longscan. Named for the longer delay

between each data point it reads. For actually gathering data, and saving it, I

recommend using the Shortscan routine.

4) While using these programs a list of options will be given before you

can actually start taking data. It is important to note that in order
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to quit and actually save the data THE USER NEEDS TO MANUALLY PRESS

THE "g".

5) Setting up the Microphotometer:

a) Take the glass plates and clean them off using a kem-wipe.

b) Carefully place the spectrum onto the plates. It may be necessary to

do this with the photometer light on (the right most switch on the left

face of the Jarrel Ash Microphotometer) since it is mandatory that the

sliver of light passing through the photo be parallel to the spectral

lines.

c) In order to adjust the focus, the lenses can be 'pulled' or 'pushed'

on, from underneath (looking at where the light comes out of the

small hole and shines onto the surface of box containing the solar

cell).

d) For this case it may be necessary to refocus the lamp so that the

sliver of light going through the photo is focused as aline on the flat

screen containing the slit opening. This can be done by turning the

adjustment on the top part of the photometer, where the light

originates from.

e) With the switch on the top of the small box (which contains the

Current to Voltage conversion board) in the off position, turn on the

power to the voltage regulators. The voltage entering the Current to

Voltage conversion board should be +12 and -12 volts respectively.

This procedure is necessary to keep any sudden voltage spikes from

entering the Analog -to- Digital conversion circuitry.

1) Turning on the Motor Driver Circuitry will now be required to

position the spectra properly for a "RUN". (At this printing the
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Motor Drive Unit consists of an Anaheim Automation Control Box

with Indexing capabilities. For more information about this unit

please consult the brochures about it).

g) The digital output will need to be calibrated using the turnpots, so

that a 'black" reading registers as a 256 and a reading through the

fogged portion of the photo away from the spectra reads as a 0.

h) After calibration a spectrum can be run through the densitometer.

6) The IBM compatible disk can now be transfered to the IBM RT.

II. Transfering the Files onto the IBM RI'

This section also explains the necessary steps for plotting data which has

been gathered by the ORIEL spectrographic system. <prompt> is used as the shell's

interactive prompt used by computer systems.

1) From the working directory use the command dosdir to read the

names of the files on the disk.

<prompt>dosdir

2) Use the command dosread to transfer the files into the working directory.

<prompt>dosread filename.dat filename.dat

3) Trash the control characters from the Tandy Color Computer using:

<prompt>tr \ \ 015 \ \012 < filename.dat > filename.f

4) Concatenate the files from the same shot into one file using:

<prompt>cat filename.f filenamel.f filename2.f > filename.fi
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5) Count the number of lines in the file.

<prompt>wc -1 filename.fi

6) Create a file which will has the same number of lines as filename.fi.

Use the program number to do this:

<prompt>number

Follow the directions.

7) Concatenate these two files into one.

Use the program ccat:

<prompt>ccat

8) Plot the file on the screen from Xwindows at the console.

Use the system program xgrapt.

<prompt>xgraph filename.pt

9) From the file, and a print out of the graph, determine the wavelengths of

noticeable lines in the spectrum. Write the wavelength values beside the lines

and the position of each line (from the file filename.pt) under each line.

10) Create a file which will have the specified wavelengths at the correct

positions.

Use the program line:

<prompt>line

Follow the directions carefully.
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11) Concatenate the new wavelength file with the old file filename.fi:

Use the program catfloats:

<prompt>catfloats

12) Transfer all the plotable files to zircon using ftp.

Use the system program ftp:

<prompt>ftp zircon

ftp>mput *.plot

ftp>exit

13) Login to zircon to plot data on the HP Plotter:

On zircon use the program setplot:

<zircon>setplot

When the plotter has been turned on and has had paper placed in it type:

<zircon>xplot -xtWavelength inm) -ytRelative Intensity -ttShot# OOC

filename.plot

14) Repeat when necessary

III. Programs used by the Densitometer system

PROCEDURE Micro

RUN STOPM

REM

REM

REM This program allows the

REM user to collect data from

REM the Jarrell-Ash Company
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REM microphotometer

REM

REM This routine was written by

REM Douglas J. Buettner

REM STARTING DATE: 3/7/90

REM FINISHING DATE: 4/15/91

REM

REM This routine was written for

REM the TANDY Color Computer 3

REM

REM

REM

BASE 0

DIM delay:REAL

DIM arrow,D j :INTEGER

DIM AN$,A$,B$,NAME$,GO$,AA$:STRING

DIM inn:BYTE

D=5

REM

REM

RUN GFX("ALPHA")

SHELL "DISPLAY Oc"

PRINT 'Take out the Microphotometer Boot Disk and insert the MSDos Data Disk

at this time "

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT When you have done this press the <ENTER> key to continue."
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GET #0,A$

CHD "/A"

SHELL "DISPLAY Oc"

PRINT " WELCOME!"

PRINT "You will be shown a MENU which will allow you to choose HOW you want

to collect your data from the Jarrell-Ash Microphotometer system."

PRINT

PRINT 'This system was put together by:"

PRINT

PRINT " DOUGLAS J. BUETTNER"

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT "Press the <ENTER> to continue:"

GET #0,A$

10 RUN GFX("ALPHA")

SHELL "DISPLAY Oc"

PRINT" MAIN MENU

PRINT "1) Numerical # output."

PRINT "2) Pokeport routine."

PRINT "3) Motor routine."

PRINT "4) Diameter routine"

PRINT "5) Shortscan routine."

PRINT "6) Longscan routine."

PRINT "7) Delete Files."

PRINT "8) Quit AND return to SHELL."

PRINT

INPUT 'Your selection » ",arrow

II
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ON arrow GOSUB 100,200,300,400,500,600,700,800

GOTO 10

REM

100 REM

REM Screen centered numerical input

RUN GFX("ALPHA")

120 SHELL "DISPLAY Oc"

RUN SERBURST(inn,D)

PRINT TAB(10);"The digital # is » ";inn

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT To QUIT use <CTFtL><BREAK>"

GOTO 120

RETURN

200 REM allows you to run pokeport

RUN pokeport

RUN STOPM

RETURN

300 REM allows you to run motor

RUN motor

RUN STOPM

RETURN

400 REM

RUN length
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RUN STOPM

RETURN

500 REM allows you to run shortscan

RUN SHOFtTSCAN

RUN STOPM

RETURN

600 REM

REM This procedure allows you to run the

REM longscan routine from Micro

REM

RUN longscan

RUN STOPM

RETURN

700 REM

REM Delete Files on disks

SHELL "display Oc"

INPUT "Delete files from this disk (Y/N)? "AN$

IF AN$ = "N" THEN

PRINT

PRINT "Insert Diskette...."

INPUT "Is this still an IBM diskette (Y/N)? ";AA$

IF AA$ = "N" THEN

CHD "/DO"

ENDIF
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ENDIF

SHELL "DISPLAY OC"

SHELL "MSDir"

PRINT "Type EXIT to quit."

INPUT "Name of file to be deleted: ";NAME$

IF NAME$ = "EXIT' THEN

RETURN

ENDIF

SHELL 'DEL "+NAME$

INPUT "Delete another (Y/N)? ";AA$

IF AA$ = "Y" THEN

GOTO 700

ENDIF

SHELL "DISPLAY OC"

PRINT "Insert an IBM DATA DISK and <RETURN>"

GET #0,GO$

CHD "/a"

RETURN

800 REM

END

PROCEDURE pokeport

REM

REM procedure to poke numbers to output

REM

DIM num,portb:INTEGER
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portb=SFF70

POKE $FF72,$FF

PRINT 'This routine allows you to poke integer numbers to the output port"

100 PRINT

INPUT "What number do you want to poke (999 to quit)? ",num

POKE portb,num

IF num=999 THEN

RETURN

ENDIF

GOTO 100

END

PROCEDURE longscan

RUN STOPM

REM Procedure for taking data in 256

REM element arrays filing the data and

REM continuing until the stop command

REM has been entered.

BASE 0

DIM I,J ,K,D ,N, dl: INTEGER

DIM A(256),dum(256):BYTE

DIM F,Q:BOOLEAN

DIM ANS, G 0$ ,NAMES,di$:STRING

DIM delay:REAL

D=1
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PRINT

PRINT "In which direction would you like to scan?"

INPUT "(R-Reverse,F-Forward) » ",di$

IF di$ = "R" THEN

d1=9

ENDIF

IF di$ = "F" THEN

d1=5

ENDIF

100 RUN GFX("MODE",0,5)

RUN GFX( "CLEAR')

200 REM

RUN STARTM(d1)

FOR J=0 TO 255

AA=0

FOR I=1 TO N

RUN SERBURST(A(J).D)

AA=AA + A(J)

NEXT I

A(J)=AA/N

IF J=0 THEN 400

dum(J) = INT((128 - A(J)/2)*1.48)

RUN GFX("LINE",J,dum(J-1),J,dum(J))

400 REM NEW DATA ENTRY POINT

RUN INKEY(IN$)

IF IN$ < > "" THEN

IF IN$ = "S" THEN
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RUN STOPM

RUN GFX("POINT',J,dum(J))

RUN STOPEVERY

RUN STARTM(d1)

ENDIF

IF IN$ = "C" THEN

RUN STARTM(d1)

ENDIF

IF INS="T' THEN

INPUT M

N=FIX(M*10/9)

IF N<1 THEN N=1

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF 1N$ = "L" THEN

RUN GFX( "CLEAR ")

ENDIF

IF 1N$ = "Q" THEN

RUN STOPM

FOR I= J+1 TO 255

A(I)=0

NEXT I

Q = TRUE

GOTO 500

ENDIF

ENDIF

NEXT j
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RUN STOPM

500 IF F THEN

K$ = STR$(K)

IF K$ = "0" THEN K$=""

ENDIF

RUN FILEDATA(A,NAME$+K$)

IF Q THEN END

ENDIF

K=K+ 1

ENDIF

RUN GFX("MODE",0,5)

RUN GFX( "CLEAR ")

IF Q THEN END

ENDIF

GOTO 200

END

PROCEDURE STOPEVERY

RUN STOPM

100 REM PROCEDURE TO STOP EVERYTHING

RUN INKEY$(IN$)

IF INS<>" THEN

IF 1N$ = "C" THEN

END

ENDIF

ENDIF
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GOT° 100

END

PROCEDURE STARTM(d1)

REM START MOTORDRIVER ROUTINE

REM ALLOW USER TO START STEPPER-MOTOR

REM FROM WITHIN ANOTHER ROUTINE

REM DIMENSION VARIABLES

DIM portb:INTEGER

PARAM dl : INTEGER

REM ADDRESS AND DATA DIRECTION REGISTER

POKE $FF72,$FF

portb=$FF70

POKE portb,d1

END

PROCEDURE STOPM

REM STOP MOTORDRIVER ROUTINE

REM WILL ALLOW USER TO STOP THE STEPPER-MOTOR

REM DIMENSION VARIABLES

REM
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DIM portb:INTEGER

REM

REM ADDRESS AND DATA DIRECTION REGISTER

REM

POKE $FF72,$FF

portb=$FF70

POKE portb,0

REM

END

PROCEDURE SHORTSCAN

RUN STOPM

REM Procedure for taking data in 1024

REM element arrays and filing the data

BASE 0

DIM I,J,K,D,N,d1,ST,nt:INTEGER

DIM A(1024):BYTE

DIM C,S,F,Q:BOOLEAN

DIM GO$,NAMES,di$,ANS:STRING

DIM delay:REAL

nt=0

D=1

N=1

K=0

C=FALSE
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S=FALSE

Q=FALSE

F=TRUE

RUN GFX("ALPHA")

SHELL "DISPLAY Oc"

PRINT "Shortscan will allow you to save data in a 1024 element array and file it on

a disk."

PRINT 'The following commands can be used during the run."

PRINT

PRINT "S-stop"

PRINT "C-continue"

PRINT "I-increase serburst delay <+#>"

PRINT 'T-increase in averaging <+#>"

PRINT "Q-quit shortscan "

PRINT

PRINT "Press the <ENTER> to continue:"

GET #O,GO$

SHELL "DISPLAY Oc"

PRINT "If you do not want to file the data just hit the return."

PRINT

PRINT

INPUT "Name of file to save data to » ", NAME$

IF NAME$ = "" THEN

F = FALSE

ENDIF

SHELL "DISPLAY Oc"



PRINT "In which direction would you like to scan?"

INPUT "(R-Reverse,F-Forward) » ",di$

PRINT 'This routine DOES NOT allow you to see the data. SORRY...."

FOR delay = 1 to 800 STEP .5

NEXT delay

IF di$ = "R" THEN

d1=9

ENDIF

IF di$ = "F" THEN

d1=5

ENDIF

200 J=0

FOR J=0 TO 1023

IF J = 0 THEN

RUN STAMM (di)

ENDIF

AA= 0

FOR 1=1 TO N

RUN SERBURST(A(J),D)

AA=AA + A(J)

NEXT I

A(J)=AA/N

400 REM

RUN INKEY(IN$)

IF IN$<>"" THEN

IF IN$ = "S" THEN

0.0
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RUN STOPM

RUN STOPEVERY

ENDIF

IF 1N$="C" THEN

RUN STARTM(d1)

ENDIF

IF IN$="1" THEN

INPUT M

D=FIX(M *10 / 9)

IF D<1 THEN D=1

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF 1N$="T' THEN

INPUT M

N=FIX(M *10 / 9)

IF N<1 THEN N=1

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF IN$ = "Q" THEN

RUN STOPM

Q=TRUE

FOR ST = J+1 TO 1023

A(ST)=0

NEXT ST

GOTO 500

ENDIF

ENDIF
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NEXT J

RUN STOPM

SHELL "DISPLAY Oc"

nt = nt + 1

PRINT nt

500 IF F THEN

K$ = STR$(K)

IF K$ = "0" THEN K$ = ""

ENDIF

RUN FILE(A.NAMES+K$)

IF Q THEN END

ENDIF

K=K+ 1

ENDIF

IF Q THEN END

ENDIF

GOTO 200

END

PROCEDURE FILE

REM SYNTAX: FILE(ARRAY,NAME$)

REM SAVES BYTE DATA ARRAY (1024)

REM TO FILE "NAMES"

BASE 0

PARAM A(1024) :BYTE

PARAM NAMES:STRING[32)

DIM C$,B$,OUTS:STRING
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DIM OUTPUT,ERNUM,J,K:INTEGER

ON ERROR GOTO 1000

IF NAME$="" THEN

NAME$="DATA"

ENDIF

B$ =NAME$

C$=B$

K=0

100 REM MAIN LOOP

C$=C$ + ".dat"

PRINT "SAV1NG...";C$

CREATE #OUTPUT,C$:WRITE

FOR J = 0 TO 1023

OUT$ = STR$(A(J))

WRITE #OUTPUT,OUT$

NEXT J

CLOSE #OUTPUT

END

1000 ERNUM=ERR

PRINT ERNUM

IF ERNUM=218 THEN

K=K+1

C$=B$+STR$(K)

GOTO 100

ENDIF

PROCEDURE FILEDATA
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REM SYNTAX: FILEDATA(ARRAY,NAME$)

REM SAVES BYTE DATA ARRAY (256)

REM TO FILE "NAMES"

RUN GFX("ALPHPi")

SHELL 'DISPLAY Oc"

BASE 0

PARAM A(256):BYTE

PARAM NAMES:STRING1321

DIM CS,BCOUTS:STRING

DIM OUTPUT,ERNUM,I,J,K:INTEGER

ON ERROR GOTO 1000

IF NAME$="" THEN

NAME$="DATA"

ENDIF

B$=NAME$

C$=B$

K=0

100 REM MAIN LOOP

C$= C$ + ".dat"

PRINT "Saving...";C$

CREATE #OUTPUT,CS:WRITE

FOR J=0 TO 255

OUT$ = STR$(A(J))

WRITE #OUTPUT,OUT$

NEXT J

CLOSE #OUTPUT



END

1000 ERNUM=ERR

PRINT ERNUM

IF ERNUM=218 THEN

K=K+1

CS=BS+STRCK)

GOTO 100

ENDIF

END

PROCEDURE FILEDIA

REM SYNTAX: FILEDIA(A,DD,NAMEA$,NAMEDD$)

REM SAVES REAL DATA ARRAY (500)

REM TO FILE "NAME$"

RUN GFX("ALPHA")

SHELL "DISPLAY Oc"

BASE 0

PARAM A(500),DD(500):REAL

PARAM NAMEAS,NAMEDDS:STRING[32]

DIM C$,B$,OUT$:STRING

DIM OUTPUT,ERNUM,I,J:INTEGER

ON ERROR GOTO 1000

100 REM MAIN LOOP

C$= NAMEA$

C$= C$ + ".dat"

PRINT "Saving...":C$

CREATE #OUTPUT,C$:WRITE
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FOR J=0 TO 500

IF A(J) = 0 THEN

GOTO 900

ENDIF

WRITE #OUTPUT,A(J)

NEXT J

CLOSE #OUTPUT

200 REM NAMEDD$ LOOP

B$=NAMEDD$

B$=B$+".dat"

PRINT "Saving...";B$

CREATE #OUTPUT,B$:WRITE

FOR J=0 TO 500

IF DD(J) = 0 THEN

GOTO 900

ENDIF

WRITE #OUTPUT,DD(J)

NEXT J

CLOSE #OUTPUT

900 END

1000 ERNUM=ERR

PRINT ERNUM

IF ERNUM=218 THEN

PRINT "ERROR #218 OOPS!"

GOTO 100

ENDIF

END
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PROCEDURE motor

REM START MOTORDRIVER ROUTINE

REM ALLOW USER TO START STEPPER-MOTOR

REM FROM WITHIN ANOTHER ROUTINE

DIM di$:STRING

DIM dl:INTEGER

SHELL "DISPLAY Oc"

PRINT "Allows you to run the stepper motor with out collecting data"

PRINT "S-stops the motor"

PRINT "C-continues after stop"

PRINT "Q-quits motor routine"

PRINT

INPUT "In which direction would you like to move (R-reverse,F-forward) >> ",di$

IF di$ = "R' THEN

d1=9

ENDIF

IF di$ = "F" THEN

d1=5

ENDIF

RUN STARTM(d I)

400 REM

RUN INKEY(IN$)

IF IN$<>"" THEN

IF IN$ = "S" THEN

RUN STOPM

GOTO 400
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ENDIF

IF IN$ = "C" THEN

RUN STARTM(d1)

ENDIF

IF IN$ = "Q" THEN

SHELL "DISPLAY Oc"

END

ENDIF

ENDIF

GOTO 400

END

V. Programs used on IBM RT for handling data

/*program name: number.c

executable name: number

description: This program allows the user to create a file of

integer numbers from 0 to # - 1.

purpose: For plotting the data obtained from the Jarrel-Ash/

Tandy-CoCo Microphotometer system in the format

accepted by the xgraph program run from xwindows.



AUTHOR: Douglas J. Buettner _Physics Graduate Student_

#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

main() /begins program/

int j.k;

FILE *fpl,fopen();

char nfile[20];

1;

system("tput clear "):

printf("This program allows you to create a file of numbers from 0 ->

printll" \no number of your choice.");

printf(" \ nFor the purpose of plotting the data obtained from the");

printll" \ nJarrel-Ash/Tandy-CoCo Microphotometer system. "):

printll" \n \n\nWhat will you name the file? : ");

scanf("%s",nfile);

printll" \n \nWhat do you want the last # to be? (an int # please): ");

scanf("%d",&k);

k =k+ 1;
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/*Opens and writes the file * /

if( (fp 1 = fopen(nfile,"w+"))==NULL)

printInnUnable to access file.");

exit(0);

for(j=0;j!=k;++j)

fprintf(fp 1 ,"%d \ n" j);

fclose(fp 1);

printf(" \ nDONE in");

/*end program*/

}

*program name: ccat.c

executable name: ccat

description: This program allows the user to place INTEGER data files into

one file in the format required by xgraph and xplot on the IBM Rr

and on the HP-9000/835.

purpose: Thus, the Data obtained from the Jarrel -Ash/

Tandy CoCo Microphotometer System can be plotted and

the plot can be scrutinized for lines of known wavelength.

The data file, which this program will create, can then be
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viewed in order to find the position number for lines of

known wavelength.

AUTHOR: Douglas J. Buettner _Physics Graduate Student_

#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

#define si 7000

main() /*begins program*/

int filex[si],filey[si];

int i,j,done,len,lenl;

char xfile[25],yfile[25],nfile[25];

FILE *fp1,1p2,*fp3,*fopen();

system("tput clear");

printf("This program allows you to place two data files into one");

printf("\nfor the purpose of plotting X -vs- Y using the xgraph program.");

printf("\nBoth files must consist of INTEGER #'s ONLY.");

printf("\n\n\t\t

system( "Is ");

Printg"

_File Names_\n\n");

printf("\n\nName of X-axis file: ");

scanf("%s",xfile);

\n");
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printf( " \ n \ nName of Y-axis file: ");

scanf("%s",yfile);

printfi" \ n\nName of NEW concatenated file: ");

scanf("%s",nfile);

/*Opens x-axis file and reads in the INT #'s*/

if((fp1 = fopen(xfile, "r + "))= =NULL)

printfi" \nUnable to access file.");

exit (0):

= 0;

do

done = fscanfifp 1 ,"%d \ n",&filexfill ;

++i;

}

while(done != EOF);

fclose(fp 1);

len = i;

done = 0;

/*Opens y-axis file and reads in the INT we/

if((fp2 = fopen(yfile,"r+"))==NULL)

printf( " \ nUnable to access file.");

exit(0);



}

= 0;

do

done = fscannfp2,"%d \n".&fileylin:

++i;

while(done 1= EOF);

fclose(fp2);

lenl = i;

/*Checks for length match and writes nfile if yes*/

if(len==len1)

if((fp3 = fopen(nfile,"w"))==NULL)

printf(" \ nUnable to access file.");

exit(0);

for(j=0;j!=(len- 1); ++j)

fprintf(fp3,"%d %d \n",filex(j),fileyijJ);

fclose(fp3);

printf(" \ n");

/*If lengths do NOT match» Warning Error*/
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if(len!=len1)

{

system("tput clear");

printf("W A R N I N Gmm");

printf("\n\n%s and %s do NOT have the same length!!",xfile,yfile);

print{("\n\n\n");

}

/*end program*/

}

/*program name: catfloats.c

executable name: catfloats

description: This program allows the user to place floating pt. files

into the X-axis position and integer files into the Y-

axis in xgraph format.

purpose: This will allow data to be obtained from the Jarrel-Ash/

Tandy-CoCo Microphotometer system to be plotted

against the file created by the program _line_. This file

will contain the wavelengths of the lines, as observed in

a previous plot.

AUTHOR Douglas J. Buettner _Physics Graduate Student_

#include <stdio.h>
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#include <math.h>

#define si 7000

main() /*begins program*/

int filey(si);

double filex[si];

int 1,j,done,len,lenl;

char xfile[25],yfile(25),nfile125);

FILE *fpl,*fp2,*fp3,*fopen();

system("tput clear");

printf("This program allows you to place two data files into one.");

printf("\nFor the purpose of plotting X -vs- Y using the xgraph program.");

printf("\nThe X axis file is assumed to be a floating pt. file with non-int #'s.");

printf("\nThe Y axis file is assumed to be an integer file ONLY!\n");

printf("\n\t\t\t _File Names_\n\n");

system("ls");

printfr

printf("\n\nName of X axis file (a float file): 1;

scanf("%s",xfile);

printf("\n\nName of Y axis file (an int file): ");

scanf("%s",yfile);

printf("\n\n\nName of the NEW concatenated file: ");

scanf("%s",nfile);

/*Opens and reads in X-axis file*/

iff(fpl = fopen(xfile,"r+"))==NULL)
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printg" \ nUnable to access file.");

exit(0);

= 0;

do

{

done = fscanf(fp 1 ,"%lf\ n",&filex[1]);

++i;

while(done != EOF);

fclose(fp 1);

len = i;

done =

/*Opens and reads in Y-axis file"/

if((fp2 = fopen(yfile,"r+"))==NULL)

printf( " \ nUnable to access file.");

exit(0):

}

i = 0;

do

done = fscanf(fp2,"%d \ n",&filey[1]);

++1;

}

while(done != EOF);
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fclose(fp2);

lent = i;

/*Checks to see if files have the same length

If yes writes the file nfile*/

if(len==len1)

if((fp3 = fopen(nfile,"w"))==NULL)

printf("\nUnable to access file.");

exit(0);

for(j=0;j!=(len 1);++j)

fprintf(fp3,"%6.31f %d\n",filex[ji,filey(j));

1

fcl ose (fp3) ;

system("tput clear");

printf("%s \n",nfile);

printf( " \n\nDONE\n\n");

/*If files are not the same length*/

if(len!=len 1)

printf( " \ nW ARNING mu);

printf(" \n \n%s and %s have different lengths!",xfile,yfile);
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printf("\n\n \n"):

/*end program*/

/*program name: line.c

executable name: line 1

description: Program for correctly labeling lines of known wavelength from

data gathered by the Jarrel-Ash/Tandy-CoCo Microphotometer

system.

Purpose: This is a progam which will accurately label the wavelength

lines. It is hoped that the accuracy will be "good" enough inorder

to label lines of unknown wavelength on scans of actual

Experimental Data.

AUTHOR Douglas J. Buettner Physics Graduate Student_

#inclu de <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

#define si 7000

/*fix() is a routine written for the purpose of correcting the non-linearities which

arise from unaccurately aligned optics in the NASA Ames spectrograph*/

double fix(on,s,xl,r,i)



double xi;

int i,on,s,r;

(

double a,b,c.d,y;

xl = 0;

if(on==1)

{

if(s==1)

{

if(r==1)

i

if(i>=480)

{

a = .04493243243;

y = a*((float)i) - 21.75;

}

if(i<=479)

{

y = 0;

}

}

if(r==0)

{

if(1>:.--536)

{

b = .03876811594;

y = b*((float)i) - 20.75;
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}

if(i<=534)

{

)

}

1

if(s==0)

{

if(r==1)

{

y = 0;

tf(t>=170)

{

c = .1106060606;

y = c((float)i) - 18.75;

}

mi<=169)

{

y = 0;

)

}

if(r==0)

{

fl(i>=187)

{

d = .1052083333;

y = d((float)i) - 19.5;
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if(i<=186)

y = 0;

/*NOTE_for all spectra presented in this THESIS the fix() routine was not

used. The condition required for this is on==0 */

if(on==0)

y = 0;

return(y);

main() /*begins program*/

int n.m,i,j,dne,len,h,position[50],r,on,s;

double scale[50],wavelength[50],rem[50],filen[si],ave;

double fix(),x1;

char nfile[25],check[3],checkl[3];

FILE *fp3,*fopen();

xl =

system("tput clear");

printf("This program allows you to scale your data so that a plot of');
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printll"\nIntensity -vs- wavelength can be made using Xgraph.");

printf("\n\nFirst a plot of Intensity -vs- Position # must be made.");

printll" \ nFrom this plot pick out SPECTRAL lines of «KNOWN»

wavelength.");

printll" \nAnd find the Position # which is closest to the center of the");

printll" \ nline. ");

printf("\n\n\tt _File Names_\n");

system("ls");

printll" \ n 1;

printf("\n\n\nName of wavelength IX) file: ");

scanf("%s",nfile);

printll" \ n\nLength of your wavelength file (an integer value): ");

scanf("%d",&len);

system("tput clear");

printf( "Start with smaller wavelengths and work your way across the page.");

printf( " \nThis program will only accept 20 lines of known wavelength.");

printf("\n\nWhen you are finished Give a 0 for the position #");

for(i=0;1!=50;++i)

printll" \n\nPosition # just below center of line (an INTEGER): ");

scanf("%d",&position(i));

dne = positionril;

if(dne==0)break:

printll" \nFraction of Position # to the center of the line: ");

scanf("%lr,&rem(1]);

printf( " \nWavelength for that line? : ");

scanf("%lf', &wavelength [i]);



}

system("tput clear");

printf("Do you want to run line with the patch _fix_ ? : ");

scanf("%s",check);

if(check(0] ==ly')

(

on = 1;

printf("\nAre you using SHORTSCAN ? : ");

scanf("%s",check1);

if(check 1 [0]=='y')

(

s = 1;

)

if(check 1 (0)!='y')

{

)

s = 0;

}

1f(check101!=Y)

{

on = 0;

}

n = i;

for(i=0;i!=n;++i)

1

/*Checks to see if last line has been exceeded»If no*/

if(i+ 1 !=n)
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/*Finds the step scale and puts it in file scale[i]*/

scale [I] = (wavelength [i+ 11 - wavelength [i]) / ((float) (position [i+ 1] -

position[i]ll;

1

/*Checks to see if last line has been exceeded»If yes use last scales/

if(i+ 1==n)

scale[i] = scalefi-11;

/*Put known wavelengths at location position[1] into filen and correct

for centering of the line between stepped position[i]*/

filen[position[i]] = wavelength[] - scale[i]*rem[i];

/*Prints out the scale used around the line of known wavelength at

position[i] and the average scale overall*/

system("tput clear");

printll"For the file %s: \n",nfile);

printf("# \ tscale[i] \ n");

ave = 0;

for(i=0;i!=n;++i)

printf( " %d \ t%6.31f\ n",position[1],scale[i]);

ave = ave + scale[1];

ave = ave/((float)n);



printf("\n\nAverage scale = %6.31f\n",ave):

/*Fills in the file (filen) from the first graph pt to the first line*/

for(i=1;1!=(position[01+1);++1)

{

j = position[0] - i;

r = 1;

filen(JJ = filen[position[0]1 - scale[01*((float)i) - fix(on,s,xl,r.i);

if(1==0)break;

}
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/*Fills in the file in between the lines using the scale[i] file upto

but not including the already filed pts. of known wavelength*/

for(h=0;h!=n-1;++h)

{

m = 1;

for(i=(position[h]+ 1) ; i!=position[h+ 11 ; + +i)

{

}

}

filen[i] = filen[position[hJ] + scale[h] *((float)m);

++M;

/*Fills in from the last known line to the last data pt. in the file*/

m = 1;

for(i= (position[n- 11+ 1 ) ; i!=len; ++i)

(

r = 0;

filenli1 = filen[position[n- 11] + scale[n-11*((float)m) - fix(on,s,x 1 ,r,m);

++m;
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}

if((fp3 = fopen(nfile,"w"))==NULL)

{

printi( " \nUnable to access file.");

exit(0) ;

}

for(j=0;j!=len;+-1-i)

{

fprintf(fp3,"%6.31f\n".filen(j));

}

close(fp3);

printf(" \ nDONE \ n") ;

) /end program*/
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APPENDIX B

This appendix contains the program SOLV which was used for calculating the

blackbody temperatures from the spectra. As well as the program used to fit a

Planck function to the spectral curves. The program blackbdy.c which created the

Planck curves has an adjustable parameter in it which was changed for each of the

three spectrum. The program zbrent() was adapted from the book Numerical

Recipes in C.73

/*Program Name: SOLV.c

executable name: SOLV

Program description: Root finding algorithm to the find the zero points and

thus the Temp. in degrees Kelvin of a blackbdy distribution.

*1

# inclu d e <std io . h>

#inclu de <math . h>

#define ITMAX 100

#define EPS 3.0e-8

/*Ratio of Intensities function from Planck's distribution*/

double function(T,I132,1ambdal,lambda2)

double T,I1,I2,1ambdal,lambda2;

(

double fo,exp(),k1,k2,k3,k4,k5,C,log();

C = 0.0143883;
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kl = log(I1 /I2);

k2 = 5. 0*log(lambd a2 /lambda ;

k3 = exp(C/(lambda2*T)) -1.0;

k4 = exp(C / (lambda 1 v1)) -1.0;

k5 = log(k3/k4);

fo = kl - k2 - k5;

return(fo);

/*Root finding algorithm zbrent0 from Numerical Recipes in C*/

double zbrent(I1,12,T1,T2,1ambda1,lambda2,tol)

double I1J2,tol,lambda1,lambda2,T1,T2;

double a=T1,b=T2,c,d,e,minl,min2;

double fafb,fabs0,function0,fc,p,q,r,s,to11,xrn;

int iter;

fa = function(a,I1J2,1ambdal,lambda2);

fb = function(b,I1,12.1ambdal,lambda2);

if(fb*fa>0.0) return(-999); /*Checks for root*/

fc=fb;

for(iter=1;iter<=ITMAX;iter++)

{

if(fb*fc>0.0)



c = a;

fc = fa;

e = d = b - a;

}

if(fabs(fc) <fabs(fb))

{

a = b;

b = c;

c = a;

fa = fb;

fb = fc;

fc = fa;

}

toll = 2.0*EPS*fabs(b) + 0.5*tol; /*Convergence check*/

xm = 0.5*(c-b);

if(fabs(xm) <= toll I I fb==0.0) return(b);

if(fabs(e) >= toll && fabs(fa)>fabs(fb))

{

s = fb/fa; /*Attempt inverse quadratic interpolation*/

if(a==c)

{

} else

{

p = 2.0*xm*s;

q = 1.0-s:

q = fa/fc;

r = fb/fc;
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p = s*(2.0*]an*q*(q-r)-(b-a)*(r-1.0));

q = (q- 1.0)*(r- 1.0)*(s- 1.0);

}

if(p>0.00) q = -q; /*Check whether in bounds*/

p = fabs(p);

mini = 3.0*xrnsq-fabs(tollsq);

min2 = fabs(e*q);

if(2.0*p < (minl < min2 ? mini : min2))

{

} else

{

}

} else

{

/*Accept interpolation*/

e = d;

d = p/q;

/*Interpolation failed,use bisection*/

d = xm;

e = d;

/*Bounds decreasing to slowly, use bisection*/

d = xm;

e = d;

}

a = b; /*Moves last best guess to a*/

fa = fb;

if(fabs(d) > toll)

b += d;

else

b += (xm > 0.0 ? fabs(toll) : -fabs(toll));
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fb = function(b J1,I2,1ambdal,lambda2);

printf("\nMaximum number of iterations exceeded in ZBRENT');

main() /begins program/

do

double II ,I2,T1,T2,1ambda 1 ,lambda2, tol, root ;

char check13);

system("tput clear");

printf("This program finds the temperature for Planck's distribution");

printf("\nBy solving the ratios of the distribution.");

printf("\n\n");

printf("\nTolerance or accuracy you desire? ");

scanf("%lf',&tol);

printf("\nStarting temperature in Kelvin: ");

scanf("%lf',&T1);

printf( " \nFinal temperature in Kelvin: ");

scanf("%lf',&T2);

printf( " \ nFirst wavelength in meters: ");

scanf("%lf', &lambda 1) ;

printf( " \nlntensity at that wavelength: ");

scanf("%lr,&I1);
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printf( " \nNext wavelength value in meters: ");

scanf("%1f",&lambda2);

printf( " \nIntensity at that wavelength: ");

scanf("%lr,&I2);

root = zbrent(I1.12,T1,T2,1ambdal,lambda2,tol);

if(root==-999)

{

printf( " \ nNo root lies between these values for the Temp.");

if(root>=0)

printf(" \nThere is a root at T = %If K",root);

printf( " \n \n");

printinnRun Again (y/n)? ");

scanf("%s",check);

}while(check(0) =='y');

/*End Program/

/*program name: blackbdy.c

executable name: blackbdy

program discription: Creates files of Intensity -vs- wavelength

for different temperatures so that a plot

can be performed by x-graph.
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#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

#define si 7500

main()

{

/begins program/

double I[si],T,Iambda[si],C1,C2,k1,1c2,div,e 1:

double pow(),expO:

int j,num;

FILE *fpl,fopen();

system("tput clear");

printf("This program allows you to create a plotable file");

printf( " \nof Intensity -vs- wavelength for different temperatures.");

printf("\n\n");

printf("\nValue for the emissivity (e)? ");

scanf("%lf', &e 1) ;

printf("\nInteger number of Data points?");

scanf("%d",&num);

printf("\nTemperature in Kelvin: ");

scanf("%lr ,&T);

printf("\nStarting value for Wav length in meters: ");

scanf("%lf",&lambda[O]):

printf("\nLast Wavelength value in meters: ");

scanf("%lf", &lambda (num- 11) ;

Cl = el*1.19089e-16;

C2 = 0.0143883:

div = (lambda[num-1) - lambdar0))/((float)(num));



for0=0;j!=num;++j)

{
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kl = C2/(lambdaW*T);

k2 = exp(k1) - 1.00;

Jul = (C1)/(lambdaW lambdaW*lambdaW*lambdaWlambdaW*k2);

lambdaU+1] = lambda[j] + div;

1W = (108.69607e-9); /*Adjustable e parameter/

lambda[j] = lambdaW*(1.0e+9);

}

if((fp 1 = fopen("planck.xy","w+"))==NULL)

{

printf( " \nUnable to access file.");

exit(0);

I

for(j =0;j!=num;++j)

{

fprintf(fpl,"%e %e\n",lambdaW,IW);

}

fclose(fpl) ;

system("tput clear");

printf("\nFinished ");

} /*end program*/
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APPENDIX C

This appendix contains computer programs which I wrote for calculating

shock wave Hugoniot pressures in porous aluminum from a treatment by Pastine.

A paper will be published in the Proceedings of the Topical Conference on Shock

Compression of Condensed Matter on this work.74'75 This program can be changed

by future students who wish to calculate the shock pressures found in porous

polymer foams. The program can also be adapted to include calculations of the

shock temperature. The programs zbrent() and secant() were adapted from the book

Numerical Recipes in C.76

/* PROGRAM NAME: hugoniot.c

Program description:

This program calculates the Total Hugoniot, as shown in the paper by Pastine,

which includes the non-zero mechanical strength of the porous media.

It is expected that this contribution to the Hugoniot expression will be non-

trivial for intact capture.

Variable Dictionary:

Variable: Description.

gamma(): The temperature independant Mie-Gruneisen parameter.

debye(): The theoretical debye temperature for aluminum.

thermal(): A thermal energy contribution.

EooO: Avolume contribution to the specific internal energy.

Poo(): A volume contribution to the pressure.
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DVsO: A volume dependant term from the equation above.

HVsO: A volume dependant term from the equation above.

GVsO: A volume dependant term from the equation above.

mu(): Proportional to the initial volume of holes per gram at P = 0 .
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#include <stdio.h>

#include <math . h>

#include "zbrent.c"

#include "secant.c"

#define si 25

main() /*begins program*/

double phmx.phlo,Bm,Bo,CF,cc,tm,Vo,A,bp,Eti,g,ao.bo,co,Vi,b1,Co,b2,root2,

denl,den2.dip;

double up1.up2,simpl.simp2 ,frl,fx2,rootl,To,tol,Vs,Vso,Mo,gvs,hvs,dvs,fu,

mue;

double zbrent(),GVS0 ,HVS0 ,DVSO ,Mu0,simpson(),secO,Us,up,dum,duml,Feta,

dum2;

int eta ,m,FLAG.chl,ch2,ch3,ch4,ch5,ch6,ch7;

char string [si] ,check 1 [2] ,check2[2] ;

FILE *fpl.*fp2,*fp3.*fp4,*fp5,*fp6.*Ip7,*fopen();

To = 300;

check1[0] = 'y';

cheek2[0] = 'y';

FLAG = 0;



do
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/'User interface: Determination of program parameters*/

if(check2(0) ==y)

system("tput clear");

prinaThis is an interactive program which allows the user to

calculate the hugoniot");

printf("\npressure from initial choices of specific volume,

porosity, hole distribution ");

printf( " \nparameters, and material of impact medium.");

printf( " \n\n");

printf( " \n\nThe user then has the option of including this

information in files for ");

printf( " \nfuture reference or for plotting.");

printf( " \n\n");

printfr \n \n ****HIT ANY KEY AND RETURN TO

CONTINUE**** 1;

getchar();

system("tput clear"):

printf( " \n \nYour choices for the Distribution Function in the function

F(Ph) are:");

printf( " \n\n\n1) A constant equal to 1.00 from Bmin to Bmax.");

printf(" \n\n2) A triangular distribution function with a max. value of 2.0

at Bm/2 running");

printf( " \n from Bm/4 to 3Bm/ 4.");
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printf("\n\n3) A rectangle from Bm/4 to 3Bm/4 with a max. value of

2.00.");

printf("\n\n4) The inverse of (3) above: 2 from 0.0 to Bm/4, 0 from Bm/4

to 313m/4,");

printf( " \n 2 from 3Bm/4 to Bm.");

printf("\n\n5) A 30_60 triangle with a positive slope from Bmin. to

Bmax.");

printf("\n\n6) A 30_60 triangle with a negative slope from Bmin. to

Bmax.");

printf( " \n\ n7) The same as (3) above, with a variable height and width. "):

printf("\n\n8) The same as (2) above, with a variable height and width."):

printf("\n\n9) A gaussian type distribution function.");

printf("\n\nYour choice: "):

scanf("%d",&eta);

}

if(FLAG==0)

system("tput clear");

printf("Your choice for the Max. Void Surface Area Bm: ");

scanf("%lr ,&Bm);

printf("\n\nYour choice for the lower integration limit Bo: ");

scanf("%lr ,&I3o);

cc = 0.00;

CF = 0.00;

if(check.2(0) =='y')
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if(eta==7 I I eta==8)

(

system("tput clear");

printf("\n\nWhat do you want CF to be: ");

scanf("%lf",&CF);

printf("\n\nWhat do you want cc to be: ");

scanf("%lr,&cc):

}

if(eta==9)

(

system("tput clear");

printf( " \n\nWhat do you want the center of the distribution function to

be:");

scanf("%lf',&cc);

printf(" \n \ nWhat do you want the width at half max. to be: ");

scanf("%lf,&CF);

}

}

system("tput clear");

if(check1 (0] = ='y')

{

do

{

printf("\n\nYour choice for the low value of Ph.: ");

scanf("%lf',&phlo);

} while(phlo==0.0);

printf("\n \nYour choice for the high value of Ph.: ");
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scanf("%lr,&phmx);

if(FLAG = =O)

printf("\n\nWhat is your choice for Vs for the material: ");

scanf("%lf',&Vs);

printf("\n\nWhat do you want for the porousity No): ");

scanf("%lf'.&Mo);

printf("\n\nYour choice for the number of repitions in the integral.");

printf("\nAn even integer value please ");

scanf("%d".&m);

printf("\n\nWhat do you want the tolerance to be in the \nroot finding

algorhythm? ");

scanf("%lf'.&tol);

printf( " \n \nWhat is the filename which holds the data from *Data*? ");

scanf("%s",string);

system("tput clear");

/*Opens and then reads in info. on a material*/

if((fpl = fopen(string,"r+"))==NULL)

printf( " \nUnable to access file. "):

exit(0);

fscanf(fp 1,"0/61f\ n", &tm) ;

fscanf(fp 1 ,"%lf \ n",&Vo);

fscanf(fp 1 ,"%lf\ n",&Vso);

fscanf(fp 1, "%lf\ n",&A);



fscanf(fp 1 ,"%lf \ n" , &bp) ;

fscanf(fp 1,"961f\ n",&Eti);

fscanf(fp 1 ,"%lf\ n" , &g) ;

fscanf(fp 1 ,"%lf\ n", &ao) ;

fscanf(fp 1 ,"%lf \ n", &bo);

fscanf(fp 1 ,"%lf \ n", &co) ;

fscanf(fp 1 ,"%lf \ n",&Vi);

fscanf(fp 1 ,"%lfN n", &Co) ;

fscanf(fp 1 ."0/01f \ n",&b 1);

fscanf(fp 1,"%lf\ n",&b2);

fclose(fp 1);

}

/*rootl is a call to the zbrent routine for finding roots*/
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rootl =

zbrent(phlo,phmx,tol,tm,Bm,Bo,eta,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,m,cc,CF);

/*root2 is a call to the secant routine for finding roots*/

root2 =

sec(phlo,phmx,tol,tm,Bm,Bo,eta,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,m,cc,CF);

/*These are direct calls to the volume dependent terms to help search for

singularities* /

gvs = GVs(A,bp,To,Vs,Vso,Vo,g,ao,bo,co,m,Eti);

dvs = Dvs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,M0);

hvs = HVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,M0);

mue = mu(Bm,Bo,eta,m,cc,CF);

upl = tm*Bm/phlo;

up2 = tm*Bm/phmx;

simp 1 = simpson(upl,Bo,eta,m,Bm,cc,CF);
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simp2 = simpson(up2,Bo.eta,m,Bm,cc,CF);

simpl = pow(simp1,1.5);

simp2 = pow(simp2,1.5);

denl = 1.0 - hvs + mue*dvs*simpl;

dent = 1.0 - hvs + mue*dvs*simp2;

fxl = phlo - gvs/denl;

fx2 = phmx - gvs/den2;

system("tput clear");

printf("GVs() = %e",gvs);

printf(" \nDVs() = %e",dvs);

printf(" \ nHVs() %e",hvs);

printf(" \ nmue = %e",mue);

printf(" \ ntau.m*Bm/phlo = %e",up1);

printg"\ntau.m*Bm/phmx = %e",up2);

printf("\ng.eta(phlo) = %e",simpl);

printfr \ ng.eta(phmx) %e",simp2);

printfr \ n1 -hvs + mu e*dvs*simpl = %e ",denl);

printf("\nl-hvs + mue*dvs*simp2 = %e",den2);

printf( \ nphlo - gvs/ 1-hvs+mue*dvs*g.eta(phlo). = %e",fx1);

printf(" \ nphmx - gvs/ 1 -hvs+mu e*dvs*g. eta(phrnx). = %e",fx2);

printf("\n\n");

/*if statements determine whether the values returned from the root seeking

routines indicate singularities at certain locations or roots at certain locations*/

if(rootl!=-999 && ((rootl - root2 <= 0.0) I I (root2 - rootl <= 0.0)))

prinaThe root lies between the values of %e and \n%e for the pressure.",

phlo,phmx);
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printf("\n\nBoth the secant method and brent's method agree!! ");

printf("\n\nThe value of the root at »» %e ",rootl);

upl = tm*Bm/rootl;

simpl = simpson(upl,Bo,eta,m,Bm,cc,CF);

simpl = pow(simp1,1.5);

dum = Vso*Mo;

dip = mue*simpl*((2.0/Mo)*(Mo-1.0));

duml = dum * rootl*(1.0 - (dip + Vs/ (Mo*Vso))) ;

up = sqrt(dum1);

durn2 = (Mo*Vso*rootl) / (1.0 - (dip + Vs/ (Mo*Vso)));

Us = sqrt(dum2);

printf("\n\nThe Shock Velocity at this pressure >>» %lf',Us);

printf("\n \nThe Particle Velocity is >>» %If',up);

}

if(rootl == -999 && root2 > 1.0)

{

printf('The root lies between the values of %e and \n%e for the pressure.",

phlo,phmx);

printf("\n\nThe secant method and brent's method do not agree ...");

printf("\n\nThis interval must contain a singularity.");

printf("\n\nFrom the secant method »» %e",root2);

upl = tm*Bm/root2;

simpl = simpson(upl,Bo,eta,m,Bm,cc,CF);

simpl = pow(simp1,1.5);

dum = Vso*Mo;

dip = mue*simp1*((2.0/Mo) *(Mo-1.0));

duml = dum*root2*(1.0 - (dip + Vs/ (Mo*Vso)));
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up = sqrt(dum1);

dum2 = (Mo*Vso*root2)/(1.0 - (dip + Vs/(Mo*Vso)));

Us = sqrt(dum2);

printf("\n\nThe Shock Velocity at this pressure »» %If',Us);

printf("\n\nThe Particle Velocity is >>» %1P,uP);

illroot1==-999 && root2 < 1.0)

printf("\n\nThe values of %e and %e do not contain a singular root between

them.",phlo,phmx);

printf("\n\nFrom the secant method »» %e".root2);

up1 = tm*Bm/root2;

simpl = simpson(upl,Bo,eta,m,Bm,cc,CF);

simpl = pow(simp1,1.5);

dum = Vso*Mo;

dip = mue*simpl*((2.0/Mo)*(Mo-1.0));

duml = dum*root2*(1.0 - (dip + Vs/ (Mo*Vso)));

up = sqrt(dum1);

dum2 = (Mo*Vso*root2)/(1.0 - (dip + Vs/(Mo*Vso)));

Us = sqrt(dum2);

printf("\n\nThe Shock Velocity at this pressure »» %lf',Us);

printf("\n\nThe Particle Velocity is also »» %lf',up);

printf("\nDo you want to save any of this data to a file? (y/n) ");

scanf("%s",checkl);

/*If the user wishes to plot the values attained, the program will place the variables

into a file for future reference*/
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if(check110)=='y')

{

system("tput clear");

printf("Choose which variables you want saved to a file... "):

printf("\nThis filing system will amend to the end of old files!!");

printf("\n\n\ n1) Pressure root -Ph.");

printf("1n \ n2) Porosity -Mo."):

printf("\n\n3) Specific Volume -Vs.");

printf("\n \ n4) Shock wave velocity -Us."):

printf(" \ n\ n5) Particle velocity -up.");

printfi" in \n6) Mechanical strength at root _mue *g.eta(Ph) ");

printf("\n\n7) Can you think of anything else Dave?");

printll" VI \n\nInput choices in the following fashion..place a zero..where

you");

printf("\ndo not want to create a file -leaving spaces between choices- for

example");

printf( " \ n1 0 1 0 1 1 1 «< then return- will create files 1),3),5),6),7) ");

printll" \n\nFILES TO BE CREATED » ");

scanf("%d %d %d %d %d %d %d",&chl,&ch2,&ch3,&ch4,&ch5,&ch6,&ch7);

system("tput clear");

if(chl==1)

(

if((fp2=fopen("Ph.file", "a")) == NULL)

(

printf( " inUNABLE TO OPEN FILE");

exit (1):

1
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if(root1== -999) root1 = root2:

fprintf(fp2,"%lf\ n",root1);

fclose(fp2);

}

if(ch2==1)

{

if((fp3=fopen("Mo.file", "a")) == NULL)

{

printf("/nUNABLE TO OPEN FILE");

exit(1);

}

fprintf(fp3 , " %lf\ n",Mo);

fclose(fp3);

}

if(ch3==1)

{

if((fp4=fopen("Vs.file", "a")) == NULL)

{

printf("/nUNABLE TO OPEN FILE");

exit(1);

}

fprintf(fp4,"%lf\n",Vs);

fclose(fp4);

}

if(ch4==1)

{

if((fp5=fopen("Us.file", "a")) == NULL)
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{

printf( " inUNABLE TO OPEN FILE");

exit(1);

}

fprintf(fp 5, "%lf\n" ,Us);

fclose(fp5);

}

if(ch5==1)

f

if((fp6=fopen( "up.file", "a")) == NULL)

{

printf(" inUNABLE TO OPEN FILE");

exit(1);

}

fprintf(fp6,"%lf\ n", up);

fclose(fp6);

}

if(ch6== 1)

{

if((fp7=fopen("Feta.file", "a")) == NULL)

{

printf( " /nUNABLE TO OPEN FILE");

exit( 1):

)

Feta = mue*simp 1 ;

fprintf(fp7,"%lf\ n",Feta);

fclose(fp7);
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FLAG = 1;

printff" \nRun again using different values for phlo and phmx? (y/n) "):

scanf( "%s ",check 1):

printll " \nRun again using a different distribution function? (y/n) ");

scanff"%s",check2);

)while(check1(0)=='y' I I check2)0i=='y');

/Program Name: zbrent.c

Program description: Root finding algorhythm to be used by hugoniot.c in order

to find the zero points in Pastine's description of the

Hugoniot for a shock loaded porous material. This

program is called from hugoniot.c.

AUTHOR This routine was adapted from the book Numerical Recipes

in C The Art of Scientific Computing, written by Press et al. and

was changed to work for our application by;

Douglas J. Buettner

#include "func.c"

#define ITMAX 100

#define EPS 3.0e-8

double zbrent(xl,x2,tol,tm,Bm,Bo,zeta,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,m,cc,CF)
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double xl,x2.tol.tm,Bm,Bo,g,Vs.Vso,Vo,ao.bo.co,Mo,A.bp,To,Eti,cc,CF;

int zeta,m;

double a=xl.b=x2,c,d,e,minlanin2;

double fa,fb,fabs(),function(),fc,p,q,r,s,to11,3an;

int iter;

fa = function(a,tm,Bin,Eto,zeta,g,Vs.Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,m,cc,CF);

fb = function(b,tm,Bin.Bo,zeta,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,Mo.A,bp,To.Eti,m,cc,CF);

if(fhla>0.0) return(-999);

fc=fb;

for(iter=1;iter<=ITMAX;iter++)

if(fb*fc>0.0)

c = a;

fc = fa;

e = d = b - a;

}

if(fabs(fc)<fabs(fb))

a = b;

b = c;

c = a;

fa = fb;

fb = fc;

fc = fa;

/*Checks for root*/



}

toll = 2.0*EPS*fabs(b) + 0.5*tol; /*Convergence check*/

lan = 0.5*(c-b);

if(fabs(xm) <= toll I I fb==0.0) return(b);

if(fabs(e) >= toll && fabs(fa)>fabs(fb))

{
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s = fb/fa; /*Attempt inverse quadratic interpolation*/

if(a==c)

{

} else

{

p = 2.0*-Jan*s;

q = 1.0-s;

q = fa/fc;

r = fb/fc;

p = s*(2.0*xm*q*(q-r)-(b-a)*(r-1.0));

q = (q-1.0)*(r- 1.0)*(s- 1.0);

}

if(P>0.00) q = -q; /*Check whether in bounds*/

p = fabs(p);

mini = 3. 0*xm*q-fabs(tol l*q) ;

min2 = fabs(e*q);

if12.0*p < (minl < min2 ? mini : min2))

( /*Accept interpolation*/

e = d;

d = p/q;

} else



}

} else

{

{

}

/*Interpolation failed,use bisection*/

d = xm;

e = d;

d = xm;

e = d;

/*Bounds decreasing to slowly, use bisection*/
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}

a = b; /*Moves last best guess to a*/

fa = fb;

if(fabs(d) > toll)

b += d:

else

b += (xm > 0.0 ? fabs(toll) : -fabs(toll));

fb =

function(b,tm,Bm,Bo,zeta,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,m,cc,CF):

}

printf(" \nMaximum number of iterations exceeded in ZBRENT');

/send program*/

/*program name: secant.c

program description: A C Routine for finding the roots of a function using the

secant method. This routine is called from the program

Hugoniot.c.



AUTHOR
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This routine was adapted from the book Numerical Recipes

in C The Art of Scientific Computing, written by Press et. al. and

was changed to work for our application by;

Douglas J. Buettner

#define MAXIT 100

double sec(xl,x2,xacc,tm,Bm,Bo,zeta,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao.bo,co,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,m,cc,CF)

double xl,x2,xacc,tm,Bm,Bo,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,Mo,A.bp,To,Eti,cc,CF;

int zeta,m;

double fl,f,dx,swap,xl,rts;

double function(),fabs();

int

fl = function(xl,tm,Bm.B0,zeta,g,Vs,Vso,Vo.ao,bo,co,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,m,cc,CF);

f = function(x2 ,tm,Bm.Bo,zeta,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,Mo,A.bp,To,Eti,m,cc,CF);

if(fabs(fl) < fabs(f)

rts = xl;

xl = x2;

swap = fl;

fl = f;

f = swap;

} else

xl = xl;
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rts = x2;

for(j = 1 :j <=MAXITJ ++)

dx = (xl - rts) *f/(f - fl);

xl = rts;

n =
its += dx;

f =

function(rts.tm.Bm,Bo,zeta,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,ao,bo,co,Mo,A,bp.To.Eti,m,cc,CF):

if(fabs(cbc) < xacc I 1 f == 0.00) return(rts);

printf("Maximum # of iterations exceeded in SEC ");

/*end program*/

/* program name: distrib.c

program description:

Variable Dictionary:

This program contains distribution functions for the

program hugoniot.c and is called from the program

simpson.c.

Variable: Description.

Bm: The max. void surface area or free surface area.

Bo: The lower limit on the Beta value.
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zeta: The distribution function used in simpson's algo.

xvar: The (x) variable in simpson's algo.

di: The returned value from the distribution function.

height: The height of the distribution function.

CF: Constant to determine the width in dist. func. 7&8.

cc: Constant to determine the width in dist. func. 7&8.

b: The Y axis intercept.

111

/*determines distribution function in the integral*/

double distrib(zeta,xvar,Bm,Bo,cc,CF)

int zeta;

double xvar,Bm,Bo,cc,CF;

{

double di,slope,b,height;

il(zeta=1) /*Constant distribution of 1.0 across the interval*/

{

if(xvar>=Bo)

{

di = 1.000;

}

if(xvar<Bo)

{

)

}

di = 0.00;
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if(zeta==2) /*Triangular distribution from (Bm-Bo)/4 to 3(Bm-Bo)/4*/

{

height = 4.00:

if(xvar<=(Bm-Bo)*.25 I I xvar>=(Bm-Bo)*.75)

{

di = 0.000;

}

if(xvar>(Bm-Bo) * .25 && xvar<(Bm-Bo)*.75)

{

if(xvar>(Bm-Bo)*.25 && xvar<(Bm-Bo) *.50)

{

slope = 4.00*height/(13m-Bo);

b = -height;

di = slope*xvar + b;

}

if(xvar>=(Bm-Bo)*.50 && xvar<=(Bm-Bo)*.75)

{

}

}

slope = -4.00theight/(Bm-Bo);

b = height *3.00;

di = slope*xvar + b:

}

if(zeta==3) /*Rectangular distribution from (Bm-Bo)/4 to 3(Bm-Bo)/4*/

{

if(xvar<(Bm-Bo) *.25 I I xvar>(Bm-Bo)*.75)

{



di = 0.000;

if(xvar>=(Bm-Bo)*.25 && xvar<=(Bm-Bo)*.75)

di = 2.00;

if(zeta==4) /*Inverse of {3} above!!!*/
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if(xvar>=Bo && xvar<=(Bm-Bo) *.25 I I xvar>=(Bm-Bo) *.75 && xvar<=Bm)

di = 2.00;

if((xvar>(Bm-Bo)*.25 && xvar<(Bm-Bo)*.75) I I xvar<Bo)

di = 0.000;

if(zeta==5) /*30 60 triangle with a positive slope from Bmin to Bmax*/

if(xv ar>=Bo)

slope = 2.0/(Bm Bo);

b = - 2.0*Bo/(Bm Bo);

di = slope*xvar + b;

if(xvar <Bo)
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di = 0.00;

if(zeta==6) /*30_60 triangle with a negative slope from Bmin to Bmax*/

if(xvar<Bo)

di = 0.00;

if(xvar>=Bo)

if(zeta==7)

slope = -2.00/(Bm - Bo);

b = 2.00*Bm/(Bm - Bo);

di = slope*xvar + b;

/*Variable version of {3) above*/

if(xvar<cc*(Bm-Bo) I I xvar>CF*(Bm-Bo))

di = 0.00;

if(xvar>=cc*(Bm-Bo) && xvar<=CF*(Bm-Bo))

height = 1.00/(CF - cc);

di = height;
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if(zeta==8) /*Variable version of {2} above*/

height = 2.00/(CF - cc);

if(xvar<cc*(Bm-Bo) I I xvar>CF*(Bm-Bo))

di = 0.00;

if(xvar>=cc*(Bm-Bo) && xvar<(Bm-Bo)*.50)

slope = height/ ((Bm-Bo)*( . 50 - cc));

b = -slope*cc*(Bm-Bo);

di = slope*xvar + b;

if(xvar>=(Bm-Bo)*.50 && xvar<=CF*(Bm-Bo))

slope = -height/((Bm-Bo)*(CF - .50));

b = height + slope*(Bm-Bo)/2.00;

di = slope*xvar + b;

if(zeta==9) /*Adjustable gaussian distribution functions/

/*cc is the center of the dist. function*/

/*CF is the width at half maximum*/

b = -((xvar - cc)*(xvar - cc)/(2.0*CF*CF));

di = exp(b);



if(zeta== 101) /*Exponential distribution for Debye Temp.*/

slope = exp(xvar) - 1.00;

if(slope==0.00)

slope = .000001;

di = xvar*xvar/slope;

return(di);

/*ends distribution function*/
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/* Name: func.c

Purpose of program:

These functions calculate the Volume dependant terms in Pastine's treatment of

the theoretical shock pressure for non-zero mechanical strength.

Then it calculates the proper hugoniot as outlined in Pastine's paper. These

functions are called independently from the hugoniot.c program and by

Variable Dictionary:

Functions: Description.

gamma(): The temperature independant Mie-Gruneisen parameter.

debye(): The theoretical debye temperature for aluminum.
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thermal(); A thermal energy contribution.

EooO: Avolume contribution to the specific internal energy.

Poo(): A volume contribution to the pressure.

DVs(): A volume dependant term from the equation above.

HVs0: A volume dependant term from the equation above.

GVs(): A volume dependant term from the equation above.

mu0: Proportional to the initial volume of holes per gram at P = 0 .

Program variables: Description.

g: Gamma_o in the expanded Mie-Gruneisen parameter.

a: A constant in the expanded Mie-Gruneisen parameter.

b: A constant in the expanded Mie-Gruneisen parameter.

c: A constant in the expanded Mie-Gnmeisen parameter.

Vs: Specific volume.

Vo: Specific volume at 0 K and zero pressure.

Vi: Normal specific volume of the material.

To: Room temperature or the initial temperature of the sample.

Vso: Volume of the solid part of the material.

Mo: The porosity Mo = 1 + Vho/Vso .

Vho: The initial volume of the holes per gram of the material.

NOTE This is proportional to mu().

bp: A constant in Poo() and EooO.

A: A constant in Poo0 and EooO.
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#include "simpson.c"

#define si 25

/*Calculates the Mie-Gruneisen parameter*/

double gamma(g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c)

double g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c;

double M,gam;

M = 1 - Vs/Vo;

gam = g + a*M + b*M*M + c*M*M*M;

return(gam);

}

/*Calculates the debye temperature for Aluminum*/

double debye(Vso,Vo)

double Vso,Vo;

double de,rat,num;

rat = Vso/Vo;

num = - 1 .78*((. 9877*rat)-1.00);

de = 395.00*(exp(num));

return(de);

}

/*The thermal energy contribution*/

double thermal(To,m,Vso,Vo)

double ToNso,Vo;

int m;

double therm,de,Bo,upper,Bm,cc,CF;



double debye(),simpson();

int zeta;

de = debye(Vso,Vo);

upper = de/To;

zeta = 101;

cc = 0.0;

CF = 0.0;

Brn = 0.0;

Bo = 0.0;

therm =

2.771*pow(10.0,7.0)*pow(To,4.0)* pow(de,3.0)*simpson(upper,Bo,zeta,m,Bm,cc,CF);

return(therm);

/*Volume contribution to the specific internal energy/

double Eoo(A,bp,Vo,V)

double A,bp,Vo,V;

double phi,eone,etwo,M,rat,R;

rat = V/Vo;

R = 1.00/3.00;

M = 1.00 - pow(rat.R);

eone = exp(2.00 *bp *M);

etwo = exp(bp*M);

phi = Vo *((3.00 *A) /(2.00 *bp)) *(eone - 2.00*etwo);

return(phi);

/*The volume contribution to the pressure*/
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double Poo(A,V,Vo,bp)

double A.V.Vo.bp;

double po,M,rat,R,eone,etwo;

M = 1.00 - pow(V/Vo.1.00/3.00);

rat = V/Vo;

R = -2.00/3.00;

eone = exp(2.00*bp*M);

etwo = exp(bp*M);

po = A*(pow(rat,R))*(eone -etwo);

return(po);

double DVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c.Mo)

double g,Vs.Vso.Vo.a,b,c,Mo:

double dvs:

double gamma();

dvs = (gamma(g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c)/Vs)*(Mo 1.00)*Vso:

return(dvs):

double HVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo.a.b.c.Mo)

double Mo,g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c,Vso;

double hvs,bb;

double gamma();
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bb = Mo*Vso Vs:

hvs = (gamma(g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c)/(2.00*Vs))*bb;

return(hvs);

double GVs(A,bp,To,Vs,Vso,Vo.g.a,b.c,m,Eti)

double A.bp,To,Vs,Vso,Vo,g.a.b.c,Eti;

int m;

double energy,gvs:

double Eoo().thermal(),gamma(),Poo();

if(Eti==0.00)

energy = Eoo(A.bp,Vo,Vso) - Eoo(A,bp,Vo,Vs) + thermal(To,m,Vso,Vo);

inEti!=0.00)

energy = Eoo(A.bp,Vo.Vso) - Eoo(A.bp.Vo.Vs) + Eti:

}

gvs = Poo(A,Vs,Vo,bp) + (gamma(g,Vs,Vo,a,b,c)/Vs)*energy;

return(gvs);

}

double mu(Bm,Bo,zeta,m,cc,CF)

double Bm,Bo,cc,CF;

int m.zeta;



double intgr,intg;

double sirnpson();

intgr = simpson(Bm,Bo,zeta,m,Bm,cc,CF);

intg = .500*pow(intgr,- 1.50);

return(intg);

1 /*End Functions of Vs*/
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double function(Xvar,tm,Bm,Bo,zeta,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c,Mo.A.,bp,To,Eti,m,cc,CF)

double Xvar,tm,Bm,Bo,g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c,Mo,A,bp,To,Eti,cc,CF;

int zeta,m;

{

double upper,simp,fmuSGVs,fHVs,fDVs,fic;

double simpson(),mu(),GVs(),FIVs(),DVs();

upper = tm*Bm/Xvar;

simp = simpson(upper,Bo,zeta,m,Bm,cc,CF);

simp = pow(simp,1.5);

fmu = mu(Bm,Bo,zeta,m,cc,CF);

fGVs = GVs(A,bp,To,Vs,Vso,Vo,g,a,b,c,m,Eti);

fHVs = HVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c,Mo);

fDVs = DVs(g,Vs,Vso,Vo,a,b,c,Mo);

fx = Xvar - fGVs/(1.0 - fHVs + fmulDVs*simp);

return(fx);

} /*end of function section*/

/* Program Name: simpson.c



purpose:
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This program calculates simpson's integral for the program

hugoniot.c and is called by both the func.c and hugoniot.c

routines.

AUTHOR Douglas J. Buettner _Physics Grad Student_

it/

#include "distrib.c"

/ *Performs Simpson's integration * /

double simpson(upper,Bo,zeta,m,Bm,cc,CF)

double upper,Bo,I3m,cc,CF;

int zeta,m;

{

double simp.h;

double distrib();

int i:

h = (upper Bo)/((float)m);

simp = Bo*distrib(zeta,Bo,Bm,Bo,cc,CF);

for(j =1;j<=m-1;j=j+2)

{

simp = simp + 4.0*((Bo +rh)*distrib(zeta,Bo+rh,Bm,Bo,cc,CF));

}

for(j =2 ;j<=m- 2 ;j=j +2)

{

}

simp = simp + 2.0*((Bo + j*h)*distrib(zeta,Bo+j*h,Bm.Bo,cc,CF));
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simp = simp + upper*distrib(zeta,upper,Bm,Bo,cc,CF);

simp = (simp*h)/3.00;

return(simp);

1

/*program name:

/*end Simpson's integral*/

Data.c

executable name: Data

program discription: This program allows the user of Hugoniot.c to create read

and write files of the data needed to run that program for

Al, Fe, Polystyrene and Polyethelene.

AUTHOR Douglas J. Buettner _Physics Grad Student_

*1

#inclu de <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

#define si 25

main() /*begins program*/

(

double tm,Vo,Vso,A,bp,Eti,g,ao,bo,co,Vi,Co,b1,b2;

char string(si),*str,*strcat();

FILE *fp 1, *fopen() :
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system("tput clear");

printf('This program allows you to create a file of');

printf("\nData for different materials for Hugoniot.c.");

printf( " \n \nEnter your data after the questions..");

printf( " \n \n \nWhat is the!material: ");

scanf("%s",string);

printf( " \n \ nWhat is the shear strength Km) of the material?");

printf(" \nIn pascals (N/m^2] please "):

scanf("%lf',&tm);

printf( " \nVo the specific volume at 0 K and 0 pressure: ");

scanf("%lf',&Vo);

printf( " \ nVso initial volume of the solid part of porous material : ");

scanf( " %11".&Vso);

printfr \ nA for the Eo(V) and Po(V) calculation: ");

scanf("%lf',&A);

printir \nb for the Eo(V) and Po(V) calculation: ");

scanf("%lf',&bp);

printf(" \nThe thermal Energy contribution (experimental) (Et): ");

printfr \nIn Joules per kilogram please

scanf("%lf',&Eti);

printf(" \ nGamma_o in the Mie-Gruneisen parameter: ");

scanf("%lf',&g);

system("tput clear");

printf( " \ na in the Mie-Gruneisen Parameter: ");

scanf("%lf',&ao):
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printf("\nb in the Mie-Gruneisen Parameter: ");

scanf("%lf",&bo);

printf("\nc in the Mie-Gruneisen Parameter: ");

scanf("%lf'.&co):

printf("\nVi the normal specific volume of the material: ");

scanf("%lf'.&Vi);

printf("\nBulk sound speed of the material (Co): ");

scanf("%11".&Co);

printf( " \nb 1 in Shock velocity calculation: ");

scanf( " %lf', &b 1):

printf("\nb2 in Shock velocity calculation: ");

scanf( " Wolf',&b2);

str = ".file";

strcat(string,str);

if((fp1 = fopen(string, "w + "))= =NULL)

{

printf("Unable to open file.");

exit(0);

}

fprintf(fp 1 ,"%lf \ n".tm):

fprintf(fp 1 ,"%lf\ n" No) ;

fprintf(fp 1 ."%lf\ n",Vso) ;

fprintf(fp 1 ."%lf \ n" ,A);

fprintf(fp 1 ."%lf\ n".bp):

fprintf(fp 1 ,"0/01f\ n",Eti) ;

fprintf(fp 1 ,"%lf\ n",g);



fprintf(fp1,"%lf\ n", ao);

fprintf(fp 1 ,"%lf \ n",bo);

fprintf(fp 1 ,"%lf \ n",co);

fprintf(fp 1 , "%lf \ n" ,Vi) ;

fprintf(fp1,"%lf\ n",Co);

fprintf(fp 1 ,"%lf\ n",b 1);

fprintf(fp 1 ,"%lf\ n" ,b 2) ;

fclose(fpl) ;

system("tput clear "):

printf("\nFile %s created " string);

printf( " \n\n");

/*end program*/

/*Program Name: aluminum.file

Purpose:

ay

90000000.000000

0.000366

0.000371

62710000000.000000
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This is a blank file containing information on

Aluminum. The file was created by the Data.c program

and is called from hugoniot.c.



3.772000

164000.000000

2.301000

-3.863000

-56.125000

215.354000

0.000371

5404.000000

0.001760

0.000902

/*End of File*/
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